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Why a study of HK as a financial centre ?

Huge economic and strategic importance for HK

 Sector’s huge and growing contribution to GDP and 
employment;

 Top IPO performer in the world in 2009 and probably 2010; 

 One of largest SE, banking centres, fund management centres 
in region, with global standing

 Consistently ranked as 3rd best IFC by the GFCI

 Firm policy priority for HKSARG - and rightly so

No need to recall any of this. But need to stress that
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The last thing HK needs is complacency

– Singapore a formidable competitor. Stronger in FOREX, derivatives, 
corporate banking. SGX seeking merger with ASX …

– Shanghai: huge growth + pent up room to grow. Mainland committed 

– Seoul, Sidney successfully developing and growing;  

– Tokyo huge.

Above all: 

– Sector very concentrated world-wide but less so in Asia; 
concentration continues;

– Asia unusual in having several aspiring leading IFCs;

– Room for consolidation; probably needed to compete. 

– Consolidation may even be starting.
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First comprehensive study of HK as a financial centre

• First systematic examination of Hong Kong’s strengths and 
strategic needs as an IFC (and one of largest Policy Research Grants 
from Hong Kong’s Research Grant Council).

• Background: some industry studies – esp. survey-based – and 
some very general papers. But no rigorous research or 
comprehensive examination of the data.

• And no theory framework on what determines decisions and 
success. 

• Had to overcome data difficulties and bring together industry 
views, policy analysis and data research.
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Three Pillars of the Project

I. Formal econometric research into selected key areas:
 Sources of growth by financial subsector: HK vs global and Asian IFCs;
 Effects of regulatory/ supervision measures on bank efficiency; and,
 The determinants of IPO location choice by Chinese firms.

II. Survey work of industry and market views on:
 Financial leaders’/practitioners’ views in HK and the Mainland; and,
 The determinants of Mainland households’ demand for domestic and foreign 

financial services

III. In-depth sectoral Policy Research on:

Stock/IPO markets; International banking; Fund management;

Bond market; RMB internationalization; and Regulation and supervision.
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Overview of analysis, 

findings and 

recommendations
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Rising tide or Competitive Gains?

An Overall Assessment of HK as an IFC ¹/

 The overall strength/status of HK as an IFC is first 
assessed using a dynamic shift-share analysis (DSSA)

 Growth of a given sector in an IFC may come from 
growth in that sector or competitive gain by the IFC.

With all sectors and IFCs changing, strengths and gains 
by area are murky. 

 DSSA: a quantitative tool to disentangle the two effects

¹/ Lead: Xiangdong Wei
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Overall assessment:

Using financial service data for Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, 
Germany, Switzerland, the UK and the US over the past 5-17 
years, we find that Hong Kong has 

 Gained Competitiveness in the equity market, fund 
management, foreign exchange market and derivatives; and

 Lost Competitiveness in international banking and the bonds 
market

Overall, our analysis would rank Hong Kong in about 4th place in 
terms of competitiveness among these seven IFCs, falling 

behind the UK, Germany and Singapore.
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The stock and IPO markets ¹/

Too few foreign listings

 The HK stock and IPO markets are large and thriving. 

HK was IPOs global 1st in ‘09 and set to repeat in ’10.

 Stock exchange recognized as an emerging global 

leader 

 However, it is (still) not very globalised.

¹/ Lead researcher: Hsiang-Chih Hwang
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Internationalisation 
of the stock market

 Diversity of investors – no issue

 Stock markets in East Asia often have large population of 
foreign investors: Tokyo: 56%; HK: 40%; S. Korea: 32.6%

 But picture very different concerning foreign listings

 Asian stock exchanges including HK tend to have very few. 
Two exceptions:

 Singapore rank 3 in world for having most foreign listings
 Australia the only other Asian IFC strong on foreign listings 
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Number of listings by jurisdiction of incorporation 
in Hong Kong, Singapore and Korea

Year 2001 2006 2009 2010, Apr

Hong Kong

Domestic listings 857 1165 1308 1321

of which: H shares, Red-chips 112 231 253 253

Foreign listings 10 8 11 12 

Singapore

Domestic listings 423 464 453 462

Chinese Mainland listings 103 149 154

Hong Kong + Taiwan listings 61 66

SE Asian listings 41 56

Other Foreign listings 22 28

Korea

Domestic listings 688 1689 1789 n.a.

Foreign listings 0 0 10

The definition of “foreign” firms is not identical across jurisdictions

― 16   (Dec 10)
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Should HK seek to attract more foreign listings?

o HK has a privileged position as IFC of choice for many Mainland’s needs

o This will always make a huge business basis. But competition can get tougher: 
against Shanghai + Shenzhen on one hand, and Singapore and NYC on the other

o NYC too has a huge market it calls its own. But they still have a huge number of 
foreign listings (495; and London has 613, as of 2009)

Too long-term risky to leave this key territory so much to Singapore. Stable growth (a) into 
the top leagues and 

(b) as China opens up requires greater diversification

 Before discussing some things that can be done, consider the market for IPOs

Too long-term risky to leave this key territory so much to Singapore. Stable 

growth into top leagues and as China opens up requires greater diversification
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IPO 2: Mainland listings in HK
What determines choice of IPO location abroad by firms? ¹/

 We study Chinese firms’ IPO locational choices, 2004–08 We 
compiled China Overseas IPO Database: covers all domestic and 
overseas listings by mainland firms between 2004-08. 

 Focus on the key factors affecting:

(1) whether to list abroad; 

(2) if so, where (HK, NY, SGN); and 

(3) the ensuing performance of firms listed in different IFCs,

 all in relation to firms’ characteristics: ownership, sector, size, …

¹/ By Lin, Seade and Zhang
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Choice of IPO location – findings:

1. Mix of IPOs choosing HK over competing IFCs includes a markedly 
high component of larger SOEs

 Political advantage of (direct or implicit) central government support 
is critical for HK as IPO hub for Chinese firms

2. HK loses on smaller and on high-tech Chinese firms to SG: 
probably due to relatively higher regulatory costs

3. Chinese listed firms in HK tend to have poorer post-IPO 
performance (growth in sales; ROA) than listings in NY (top) or SG

 Corporate governance benefit of HK listing not as expected?

 As China opens up and ‘the market’ increasingly prevails, could #1 
tend to weigh less and ##2-3 more if locational perceptions remain?

 Despite success as top IPO hub, need to ensure HK is attractive for a 
wider range of firms and for the firms of the future
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Another Priority Area for More Aggressive Policy:

Mining finance    ̶ a niche market for HK

• HK attracted UC Rusal’s and South Gobi’s listings

• Companies from Russia and other CIS, Mongolia, 
Brazil, and Nigeria are thinking of coming too

• A new tendency may be emerging – but assist it: 
resource company listings moving from producer 
to consumer locations. Opportunity for HK
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How can HK attract more foreign listings?

 Despite recent success with resource and other companies, 
HK’s low listings diversification merits concerted attention.

 Need to set out an explicit objective to increase the HK Stock 
Market’s international listings:

o Listing fees and firms’ regulatory costs are lower in SG than HK

o Modernize listing requirements. Review secondary listing, post 
listing and international listing rules

o HK exchange has very few recognized jurisdictions. Seek more 
proactively MoUs for information exchange and collaboration
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Bank regulation and efficiency ¹/

 Following Asian crisis and Tsunami, fundamental rethinking on 
regulation – more so for banks in China and region as these move 
into (evolving) global standards  

 Q: how do new regulations affect bank performance. Must be 
examined at micro level, not industries.  First micro-analysis of 
this issue in the literature.

 Panel analysis of 4,000+ banks observations in 72 countries, ’99-
’07 used vs worldwide surveys on regulations/supervision

 “Efficiency” means comparison with  best practice. Non-
parametric estimation determined where our large data-cloud 
has its frontier. We measure efficiency relative to that frontier.

¹/ By James Barth, Chen Lin, Yue Ma, Jesús Seade and Frank Song
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Conclusions from the bank efficiency study – part 1

1. Bank activity restrictions:
 Negative impact on bank performance. 
 Not surprising

2. Greater financial transparency. Third pillar of Basel II.

3. Greater bank competition.
 Both 2 and 3: positive impact on bank performance.
 But both represent a cost to individual bank and are often resisted, 

arguing this will hurt. Result reassuring for debates on desirability 
of transparency and competition
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Main conclusions from the bank efficiency study

4. Greater capital stringency. 1st Pillar Basel II. Key in Basel III.
 Positive impact on bank performance.
 Many banks strongly argued Δ capital ratios hurt performance. But 

this has two effects: a cost to the bank but enhanced stability 
improves business (apart from prudential dimension). First 
empirical finding on this key issue: the latter +ve effect dominates.

5. Stronger supervision. 2nd Pillar of Basel II.
 Mixed impact on bank performance: can be +ve or –ve.
 This finding casts doubt on narrow calls for stronger supervision, 

which is a regular key tenet of some countries’ and IFI advice.

6. But positive if: Stronger supervision and independence
 Independence is key. With independence, stronger supervision 

positive. But focus and sequencing for advice in the area would 
need to shift.
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Hong Kong’s banking sector ¹/

• High concentration of global banks: 70 of global top 100

• But has lost lending-abroad market share in last decade, behind Tokyo and 
Singapore which is growing as regional offshore banking center

 Singapore doing better in private banking and in corporate cross-border 
lending from banks

 Important for HK to continue top attention to rule of law and sector’s HR 
development

• On Shanghai’s challenge, China’s needs are big enough for both

 Maintain comparative advantage: more favorable tax environment; secrecy 
for banking operations to maintain off-shore banking role; and continue to 
foster as many branches and subsidiaries as possible now - these create a 
momentum of their own

¹/ By Alicia García-Herrero
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Asia-Pacific’s industry is young and small-scale

compared to Europe and N. America:

• No cooperation infrastructure, essential to other 
markets

• No comparable statistics across region:
 impedes research 

and, more importantly,
hinders initiatives, strategies and policies for the region

The fund management industry in Asia
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The fund management industry in HK

 Internationalization and diversification

– Again, ratio of overseas/total funds in Singapore over twice 
higher than in HK

– But since 2009 improving: banks + fund houses expanding 
teams or relocating seniors to HK: a more diversified supply 
side. If trend continues excellent news for Hong Kong

 Opportunities

– China’s capital market still subject to exchange and capital 
controls and short of experienced fund managers. HK should 
capture the opportunity to service the expanding wealthy 
population in China
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The bond market in Hong Kong ¹/

• Balanced-budget minded government : excellent macroeconomics but 
no basis to create a HK bond market which remains underdeveloped.

• Recent Dim Sum Bonds issuance in HK helps re-activate. 

But authorities can:
– Introduce market makers to create benchmark bonds

– Make bonds available to retail customers

– Help create dedicated/strong credit rating agencies locally and in region

• HK scores top marks for legal rights. But can support investors more: 
– on credit information HK lags behind Japan, Korea and advanced West;

– e.g. time required to enforce commercial contracts in HK excessive: trial 
and judgment takes 230 days against 118+90 in SNG and Korea;

– or cost of resolving bankruptcies is 9% of a estate’s value in HK vs. 1% in 
SNG and 4% in Japan and Korea

¹/ By Lin Zou
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Two Surveys ¹/
To better gauge HK’s IFC status and prospects, Lingnan conducted:

1. a survey of financial institutions in HK (FI)

and                         2. a household survey in China 

1. FI survey. 74 interviews with senior executives/managers with 

investment banks, local banks, insurance companies, security 

firms and listed  companies, etc, Jul-Nov 2009 

2. Chinese household survey. Carried out as a trailer to China’s 

Urban Household Survey, Sep-Nov 2009, covering 10,043 

households for us in 15 provinces and 4 municipalities

¹/ Lead: Xiangdong Wei
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Main Findings of Survey 1: Financial Industry

• Most respondents believe HK is the most important IFC in Asia

now, leading Shanghai in almost all  factors important to an IFC 

now. But majority think that Shanghai will probably overtake

Hong Kong in 10 years.

• Hong Kong’s main strengths lie in free flow of information, 

regulatory transparency and low tax rate. Respondents complain 

most about high operation costs and poor quality of life.
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Main Findings of Survey 2: Mainland Households

• Chinese households’ asset holdings relative to income 
are very high; ¹/

• Their assets are heavily concentrated on domestic real 
estate and stocks: excessive financial risk;

• Well below 1% of Chinese households hold any assets 
outside the Mainland. Among those that do, about 50% 
hold assets in Hong Kong;

• If permitted, 25% of households would like to invest 
abroad; among them, 64% would prefer HK.

¹/ Average household bank savings, real estate holdings, stocks and fund value are 2 times, 
16 times, 2.5 times and 1.5 times annual household disposable income, respectively.
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To conclude
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HK IFC is strong + vibrant
But has fallen behind on internationalisation and diversification

Three jewels in HK’s financial sector:
a) Stock Exchange and IPOs
b) Banking 
c) Fund management

 In each, among strongest in the region.
But in each, an internationalisation and diversification deficit:

a) Far fewer foreign listings than major global or some regional IFCs;
b) Singapore well ahead in cross-border lending and private banking 
c) A much smaller ratio of foreign business in fund management

 Addressing low diversification in key sectors should be a high 
priority, not just as “more business” but a strategic must

 But notice gains in last 12 months: (a) 6 high profile, potential niche new foreign listings in 2010 
vs. a total of only 11 in January; (b) HK increasingly a favorite for relocation of banking 
operations; and (c) relocation of fund management seniors to HK too since 2009.
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What to do?
Not a lot (not already being done) – but very important

 Hong Kong has a well-established preference for prudent + small 
government. Excellent for LT growth + stability. Markets like this. 

 We would not advocate excessive support to building IFC

 But an activist approach to identifying needs and imperfections
in rules and procedures will go a long way: (1) modernizing 
frameworks and rules and (2) more aggressively reaching out for 
MOUs and cooperation wherever possible.

And indeed, seek out and enhance inputs from both industry 
and academia, which in our experience seem to be tapped in HK 

significantly less than in Europe or the Americas 
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